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eHorus, professional software for
remote access to PCs and servers

eHorus is a powerful platform for remote access to
your Windows, Linux and Mac servers or workstations.
It is licensed on-premise or SaaS and belongs to the
Pandora FMS suite, with which you can natively integrate
monitoring and instant remote access to all types of
equipment, regardless of location.
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¿WHY eHorus?
Local on-premise license
If you are looking for a scalable and competitive on-premise
software, in addition to having a reasonable price, eHorus is the
optimal solution.

High scalability and integration
If you are looking for a modern high performance solution, eHorus
is able to control from a few dozen to more than hundreds of
thousands of workstations from the same infrastructure.

Integration into your platform
If you need a platform open for integration with your own
management and provision processes, eHorus is the best
option, since it is designed specifically for that purpose. Our
best customers already benefit from its flexibility.

Are you an MSP?
If you are an MSP and you want to provide remote access services to your customers with a SaaS tool that works safely in all
types of environments, eHorus offers you an unbeatable price.

SECURITY
AND PRIVACY
eHorus is impregnable for six reasons:

Local non-centralized passwords.

Interactive system to request access
to the local operator in case of remote
connection.

System access policies with double
authentication.

Available

for

100%

on-premise

installations, without any external
connectivity.

Agents do not listen on any port, they are
not accessible on the local network or
from the outside.

”eHorus is a smooth-running,
efficient and solid platform
that will become a key tool

High

geographic

availability

automatic balancing.

with

for your internal management processes.”
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NOT ALL REMOTE ACCESS
TOOLS ARE THE SAME
Find out what makes us different from the rest:

Easy-to-understand license. No upgrades
No tricks: eHorus is licensed by concurrent users
or by total machines to manage, so it will be very
easy to calculate the total price of the license. It
consists of a fixed monthly fee: with no upgrades,
no premium versions and no hidden costs.

Remote shell
Windows, Mac or Linux, it doesn›t matter: we give
you direct access to a shell from your browser in
text mode. Copy, paste and use the terminal as if
you did it by SSH. Imagine how quickly the technical
team could solve any problem.

Remote Desktop
Connect to your desk as if you were just in front of
it. Deploy your own servers near your computers
for minimum latency times.

Full usage audit
Know everything users do on your computers, from
the executed commands to the copied files. And of
course, enjoy other basic features, such as stopping
and starting services and processes, copying files,
sharing access to user groups, etc.
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ON-PREMISE VERSION
FOR COMPANIES

Manage your own
servers, workstations
or teams of different
clients, creating
different access
profiles and
delegating their
management.

Install eHorus servers
in your own
infrastructure and
manage all your
equipment with no
network data leaks.

The on-premise
license is based on
the total number of
devices to manage.
We offer significant
discounts for Pandora
FMS Enterprise
customers.

FEATURES
Agents for Windows (from Windows XP).

Agents for Linux (CentOS, Fedora and Ubuntu).

Agents for MacOS (10.5 to 10.13).

Custom agents for embedded systems.

Custom agents for Raspberry and others (IoT projects).

LICENSE MODEL
License in SaaS mode
By concurrent user or by total equipment. Annual or monthly payment.

Prices from €17 each month for 30 equipment devices.
from €19 each month for a concurrent user.

License in On-premise mode:
Total equipment. Annual payment. We have an integration and professional support API
to help you integrate eHorus into your platform.

Prices from €4,250 each year for 150 equipment devices.

Experience eHorus remote control power
through this 30-day free trial.
Contact us.

www.ehorus.com
c/ Gran Vía 62 8º Izqda | Madrid
(+34) 91 559 72 22
info@artica.es

